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EXAMPLES OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS FOR NUMERIC DATASETS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Datasets are cataloged based on the type of data contained, e.g. geospatial, numeric, and textual data. For sets containing more 
than one type of data, determine the primary type and catalog according to the appropriate guidelines on  Cataloging at Yale. 
 

EXAMPLE OF NUMERIC DATASET 
 

LDR 02031cmm a2200397 i 4500 
005  0210507095716.0 
006  \\\\\o\\a\\\\\\\\ 
007  r\|n||||||||| 
008  20521s2002\\\\nju\\\\\o\\a\\\\\\\\eng\d 
040  \ $a CtY $b eng $e rda $c CtY 
043  \ $a f------ $a a------ 
050 \4 $a HN768.Z9 $b P8 2002 
245 00 $a 2002 Gallup poll of the Islamic world. 
246 3\ $a Gallup poll of the Islamic world, 2002 
264 \1 $a [Princeton, N.J.] : $b Gallup Organization, $c [2002?] 
300 \\ $a 1 online resource (14 data files) 
336 \\ $a computer dataset $b cod $2 rdacontent 
337 \\ $a computer $b c $2 rdamedia 
338 \\ $a online resource $b cr $2 rdacarrier 
347 \\ $a data file $2 rdaft 
347 \\ $a text file $2 rdaft 
347 \\ $b SPSS $b PDF $b HTML 
500 \\ $a Numeric survey data (machine-readable documentation (PDF), SPSS data definition statements, data collection 
instrument (PDF)). 
506 \\ $a Access restricted by licensing agreement. 
520 \\ $a The sample design for all nine nations in the Islamic survey is generally identical to that used by Gallup and virtually all 
other research companies for surveys based on personal-in-home interviews. It is designed to measure the views of the entire 
national population of each country included in this project, urban and rural, citizen and non- citizen, Muslim or non-Muslim, and is 
based on a multistage probability sample. Total sample 10,004: Pakistan 2,043, Iran 1,501, Indonesia 1,050, Turkey 1,019, 
Morocco 1,000, Kuwait 790, Jordan 797, Saudi Arabia 754. 
538 \\ $a System requirements: SPSS software and Adobe Acrobat. 
588 \\ $a Title from PDF caption (Data file index). 
650 \0 $a Islamic countries $x Public opinion $v Statistics. 
655 \7 $a Data sets. $2 lcgft 
655 \7 $a Statistics. $2 lcgft 
710 2\ $a Gallup Organization, $e issuing body. 
856 40 $y Online dataset $u http://ssrs.yale.edu/data/SSDA/gallup/islamic_world_2002/ 
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